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Analyzing machine learning models to accelerate generation of
fundamental materials insights
Mitsutaro Umehara 1,2, Helge S. Stein1, Dan Guevarra1, Paul F. Newhouse1, David A. Boyd1 and John M. Gregoire 1
Machine learning for materials science envisions the acceleration of basic science research through automated identiﬁcation of key
data relationships to augment human interpretation and gain scientiﬁc understanding. A primary role of scientists is extraction of
fundamental knowledge from data, and we demonstrate that this extraction can be accelerated using neural networks via analysis
of the trained data model itself rather than its application as a prediction tool. Convolutional neural networks excel at modeling
complex data relationships in multi-dimensional parameter spaces, such as that mapped by a combinatorial materials science
experiment. Measuring a performance metric in a given materials space provides direct information about (locally) optimal
materials but not the underlying materials science that gives rise to the variation in performance. By building a model that predicts
performance (in this case photoelectrochemical power generation of a solar fuels photoanode) from materials parameters (in this
case composition and Raman signal), subsequent analysis of gradients in the trained model reveals key data relationships that are
not readily identiﬁed by human inspection or traditional statistical analyses. Human interpretation of these key relationships
produces the desired fundamental understanding, demonstrating a framework in which machine learning accelerates data
interpretation by leveraging the expertize of the human scientist. We also demonstrate the use of neural network gradient analysis
to automate prediction of the directions in parameter space, such as the addition of speciﬁc alloying elements, that may increase
performance by moving beyond the conﬁnes of existing data.
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INTRODUCTION
Machine learning has transformed several research ﬁelds1–6 and is
increasingly being integrated into material science research.7–17
Motivated by the pervasive need to design functional materials for
a variety of technologies, the machine learning models for
materials science have primarily focused on establishment of
prediction tools.7,8,12–14 A complementary effort in data science for
materials involves knowledge extraction from large datasets to
advance understanding of the present data.10,18,19 This strategy
can be employed globally, as exempliﬁed by the recent modeling
of all known materials phases to generate classiﬁcations of the
elements akin to the periodic table,20 or locally to reveal the
fundamental properties of a given materials system. For materials
systems with low-dimensional parameter spaces, composition-
property relationships can be directly mapped and represent the
understanding of the underlying materials science.10,21
Composition-processing parameter spaces are often high dimen-
sional, posing challenges for both experimental exploration of the
spaces and the interpretation of the resulting data. Machine
learning models such as neural networks excel at modeling
complex data relationships but generally do not directly provide
fundamental scientiﬁc insights, motivating our effort in the
present work to analyze the models themselves to identify
composition-property and composition-structure-property rela-
tionships that lead to fundamental materials insights.
The ﬁeld of combinatorial materials science comprises an
experimental strategy for materials exploration and establishment
of composition-structure-property relationships via systematic
exploration of high-dimensional materials parameter
spaces.18,22,23 High-throughput experimentation can be used to
accelerate such materials exploration23–28 and enables generation
of sufﬁciently large datasets to utilize modern machine learning
algorithms. The dataset in the present work was generated using
high-throughput synthesis, structural characterization, and photo-
electrochemical performance mapping of BiVO4-based photo-
anodes29,30 as a function of composition in Bi-V-A and Bi-V-A-B
compositions spaces where A and B are chosen from a set of ﬁve
alloying elements. Previous manual analysis and use of materials
theory provided several scientiﬁc insights in this materials system,
raising the question of whether the data-to-insights process can
be accelerated via machine learning.
To explore that concept, we start by modeling of how raw
composition and structural data relate to performance using a
convolutional neural network (CNN). CNNs have been deployed in
material science for tasks such as image recognition31–34 and
property prediction.20,35 Analysis of gradients of the CNN model,
which quantify how the predicted property varies with respect to
each input dimension, can serve as a measure of the importance
of each input dimension and can be further analyzed to interpret
the data model,36–38 which is one approach to the broader effort
of improving interpretability in machine learning.39–41 This
approach has been used in materials science for classifying
regions of micrographs based on their contribution to ionic
conductivity,34 and we demonstrate that CNN gradient analysis
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can provide a general framework for data interpretation and even
automate the identiﬁcation of composition-structure-property
relationships in high-dimensional materials spaces. We demon-
strate the use of CNN-computer gradients to visualize data trends,
both locally in composition space and as a global representation
of high-dimensional data relationships, which, in addition to
aiding human understanding of the data, can provide guidance
for design of new high performance materials. We then
demonstrate automated identiﬁcation and communication of
composition-property and composition-structure-property rela-
tionships, a compact representation of the data relationships that
need to be studied to attain a fundamental understanding of the
underlying materials science. With this strategy, the machine
learning algorithm accelerates science by directing the scientists
to data relationships that are emblematic of the fundamental
materials science.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Neural network gradient analysis
The multi-dimensional dataset for CNN training was assembled
from the high-throughput measurement of the PEC power density
(P) and Raman signal for a series of BiVO4 alloys, using methods
described in detail previously.29,30 The map of P over the library of
samples is shown in Fig. 1a, and select Raman spectra are shown
in Fig. 1b. The dataset was compiled from the set of samples
comprising Bi1−xVxO2+δ compositions with x= 0.48, 0.5, and 0.52;
for each of these Bi:V stoichiometries, the dataset also included a
series of alloys with 5 alloying elements (Mo, W, Dy, Gd, and Tb), as
well as each of the 10 pairwise combinations of these alloying
elements. The 5 single-alloy spaces include 10 alloy compositions
up to approximately 8 at.% and 5 duplicate samples of each of
these compositions. The 10 co-alloy spaces include 17 unique co-
alloy concentrations with combined alloy concentration between
approximately 2 at.% and 8 at.%. For each of the 1379 samples,
the feature vector Xj of j
th sample is the concatenation of the Bi-V-
Mo-W-Dy-Gd-Tb composition and the normalized Raman spec-
trum. The dataset X is a 1022 × 1379 array where rows 1 to 7 are
the composition dimensions (abbreviated Xcomp) and the remain-
ing rows are the Raman spectrum dimensions (abbreviated Xspec),
which are collectively used to train the CNN model of Fig. 2 to
predict the PEC power density P from any coordinate in the M-
dimensional parameter space:
~x ¼ ðx1; x2;    ; xMÞ
Pj ¼ f nð Þ ~xð Þj~x¼ X j
where n is the model index corresponding to eight independent
trainings from randomly-generated initializations of the CNN.
Analysis is performed on the collection of these independently
trained models to help ensure that the interpreted data relation-
ships originate from the data itself and not the initialization of the
CNN. While the Introduction motivates the use of a CNN model
with regards to its established role in materials science, we
additionally note that the gradient analysis functionality in the
Keras42 makes it a practical choice for the present work. The use of
gradient analysis as opposed to a prediction tool makes the results
less sensitive to the detailed structure of the CNN as the model
needs only to be sufﬁciently expressive to model the relationships
in the data, and we discuss in the SI the considerations that led to
the speciﬁc structure shown in Fig. 2, as well as the predictive
power of the CNN model.
While a given model could be used to predict the performance
of other compositions and/or Raman patterns, we instead explore
the model itself through analysis of the gradients in performance
with respect to each feature vector dimension. These gradients are
readily evaluated at all feature vector positions, yielding an array
of gradients akin to the partial derivative in the model for P with
respect to the ith dimension of the feature vector and evaluated at
sample j:
GðnÞi;j ¼
∂f nð Þ ~xð Þ
∂xi

~x¼ X j
For the position in composition-Raman space corresponding to a
given sample, this gradient provides the model prediction for how
P will be impacted by a change in any composition variable or the
intensity at any position in the Raman spectrum.36–38
Local gradient analysis and moving beyond the existing data
To illustrate the gradient analysis of individual samples, we
commence with a plot of the sample composition and Raman
spectrum along with the respective model gradients for a
Bi0.5V0.5Tb0.014 sample with P= 0.008mW cm
−2, a very poor PEC
performance (Fig. 3). For this sample, the range of gradient values
obtained over the 8 model trainings is shown for each feature
vector dimension. For the composition dimensions, the largest
gradients are observed for Mo and W where the addition of 1 at.%
of either of these elements is predicted to provide a large increase
in P, which is commensurate with our extensive manual analysis of
the data that identiﬁed inclusion of an electron donor (Mo or W) as
the most important strategy for optimizing performance.29,30 The
gradient analysis also indicates a beneﬁt from increasing the Bi:V
ratio and increasing the concentration of any of the rare earth
elements. With regards to the Raman signal, the region with largest
Fig. 1 a The map of measured photoelectrochemical power
generation for the 1379 photoanode samples. Each sample is
~1mm2 and arranged on a 2mm grid. b Representative Raman
signals, all normalized by the maximum intensity, for each of the 16
composition spaces in the dataset
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gradients is the 340–360 cm−1 region where a doublet peak exists
in the measured signal and the gradient analysis indicates that
improved P can be obtained by increasing the intensity between
the 2 peaks and decreasing the intensity on the outer shoulders of
the doublet peak, which is akin to lowering the splitting between
the 2 peaks.29,43,44 This is precisely the discovery featured in a
previous publication wherein we identiﬁed that a lowered m-BiVO4
distortion, which is manifested in the Raman signal by a lowered
splitting of these peaks, leads to improved PEC performance.29,30
Continuing with analysis of individual samples, we turn to
visualization of a sample with a high PEC power density. The
gradient analysis of the Bi0.5V0.5Gd0.024Mo0.057 sample with P=
3.2 mW cm−2 is shown in Fig. 4. While this sample is locally
optimal with respect to its composition neighbors in this library,
the nonzero gradients for this sample suggest that the global
maximum lies beyond the extent of the present dataset, which is
important from a materials design perspective as it provides
guidance in the form of the direction in parameter space to
modify the best samples to obtain an even higher performance
material. With respect to composition, this sample has the highest
Bi:V out of the three values in the dataset, and the model indicates
further increase of this ratio would be beneﬁcial. Concerning the
alloying elements, the gradients indicate that higher rare earth
concentrations would be beneﬁcial and higher W concentration
would be deleterious. The directions in parameter space of other
samples are illustrated in Figure S1. Regarding the gradients in the
Raman spectrum, in the 340–360 cm−1 region the variation in
gradient with wavenumber is similar to that of Fig. 3, but with
smaller magnitude due to the nearly-complete merging of the
doublet peak in this sample. The Raman feature with negative
gradient on the shoulder of the main peak, near 715 cm−1, is
commensurate with increasing P by lowering the monoclinic
distortion, as this peak is the antisymmetric stretching mode of V-
O bond that decreases in intensity as the monoclinic distortion
vanishes to yield the tetragonal scheelite polymorph.43,44 The
large positive gradients in the 400–600 cm−1 range don’t
correspond to any detected features in the Raman patterns and
are thus not immediately interpretable.
Gradient ensemble visualization
While Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate gradient analysis of single
samples, the ensemble of gradients from all sample provide
additional insights into the most pertinent data relationships for
understanding the underlying materials science. The gradients for
each input dimension and sample are ﬁrst averaged over the eight
independently trained models, enabling analysis of the distribu-
tion of gradients for each dimension of X as shown in Fig. 5a, b.
There is considerable variation in the gradients for each
composition dimension, and Mo and W gradients exhibit bimodal
distributions, indicating that analysis of the average variation of P
with any composition dimension will not sufﬁciently characterize
the data relationships. For comparison, three different scalar
metrics for the relationship of P to each dimension of Xcomp are
provided in Fig. 5c: the feature importance for a random forest
regression model (FI) trained with the same input data as the CNN,
the maximal information coefﬁcient (MIC), and the Pearson
correlation coefﬁcient. While all three of these metrics provide
alternate perspectives on the data relationships, only the CNN
gradient analysis is commensurate with the established conclu-
sions regarding the elemental concentrations, which include the
following composition design rules (in decreasing order of
importance for maximizing P) and corresponding observations
from Fig. 5a: (i) W or Mo should be included to increase electrical
conductivity; the composition dimensions for the elements have
the highest average gradient as well as gradient distributions that
extend to the highest values. (ii) Once electronic conductivity is no
longer limiting performance, adding a rare earth element
improves P by increasing hole transport via crystal structure
modulation; the three REs have near zero gradient for many
samples but their distributions each extend to high values. (iii)
Depending on the alloying elements, the highest P is observed
Fig. 2 Schematic of CNN model structure. The model takes the Raman spectrum and the composition as input to predict P. The differently
colored layers correspond to red: dense layers acting on composition, green: convolutional 1D layers acting on spectra, yellow: ﬂattening and
concatenation layers, blue: dense layers acting on both the composition and spectral data. Each of the 10 layers of the CNN model are labelled
a to j
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with 1:1 Bi:V or the Bi-rich variant; the gradients for both Bi and V
are mostly near 0 with a small distribution at positive values for Bi
and negative values for V. While the CNN gradient analysis is
commensurate with the established scientiﬁc interpretations, it is
important to note that the details of these scientiﬁc interpreta-
tions cannot be derived from the gradient analysis. Instead, this
summary of gradients provides a compact visualization of the data
relationships for scientists to inspect and interpret.
Figure 5b, d contains a similar set of analyses for the Raman
spectra, with the large dimensionality of Xspec hindering visualiza-
tion of the full gradient distributions, prompting our visualization
of the variation in gradients by plotting the green shaded region
corresponding to the ±1 standard deviation in Fig. 5b. The main
peak-like patterns in this sample-averaged gradient signal draws
correspond to the doublet peak in the 340–360 cm−1 region
where, as discussed above, the positive gradient between the pair
of peaks and the negative gradient on the outer shoulders of each
peak corresponds to the improvement in P with merging of the
doublet peak. This gradient analysis would have greatly acceler-
ated the identiﬁcation of the corresponding structural modulation
that provides the PEC improvement, which was only identiﬁed
after considerable manual inspection including the development
of custom analysis algorithms for identifying the data relation-
ships. This type of guidance is not forthcoming from the three
scalar-based assessments (Rand.For. FI, MIC, Pearson) of the Xspec-P
relationships (Fig. 5d), which each direct primary attention to the
most intense Raman peak.
Gradient correlation analysis and automated detection of
composition-structure-property relationships
While Fig. 5a, b demonstrate the utility of the gradient analysis for
generating compact, human-readable summaries of high-
dimensional data, there is no clear way to automate interpretation
of these visualizations. Given the importance of composition-
structure-property relationships in elucidating the fundamental
origins of an observed variation in a property (in this case P), we
focus the automation of data interpretation via gradient analysis
on reporting composition-structure-property relationships. Corre-
lation analysis of gradients from different features (dimensions of
X) quantiﬁes the extent to which these features similarly impact P.
Performing this correlation analysis is facilitated by the ability to
evaluate the gradient with respect to each feature dimension at
any coordinate in the feature space. Since the grid of composi-
tions in the dataset is based on a 6-dimensional composition
space that is only explored in up to three dimensions at a time,
this set of samples is not conducive to direct calculation of local
partial derivatives for each input dimension. We performed the
correlation analysis by calculating the correlation matrix (similar to
covariance matrix with every value being a Pearson correlation
coefﬁcients of the respective pair of features) for each of the eight
independently trained models and then averaging over the eight
models. For this analysis, the V concentration dimension was
ignored since the design of the composition library involves three
different Bi:V values and thus V concentration is nearly linearly
related to that of Bi, obscuring separate analysis of the covariance
of these dimensions with any other dimension of X. Pairwise plots
of the gradients GðnÞi;j and the correlation coefﬁcients (averaged
over the eight models) are shown in Fig. 6 for the set of six
elements. Analysis of these correlation coefﬁcients reveals sets of
elements that similarly impact P. That is, from the collection of
samples in the high-dimensional composition space, the model-
predicted change in P with increasing concentration is correlated
for elements whose functional role is similar. This correlation
doesn’t necessarily relate to similarity of the elements, only their
similar alteration of the property of interest.
To automate identiﬁcation and communication of these sets of
elements with similar composition-property relationships, we
choose a threshold correlation value (0.9 in this case) and ﬁnd
all sets of elements for which every pairwise correlation coefﬁcient
exceeds the threshold. Using the data in Fig. 6, the resulting sets
are {Dy,Gd,Tb} and {W,Mo}. To provide some intuitive explanation
of how the CNN encoded these commonalities, Figure S2 shows
the activations of the seven dimensions of Xcomp in the ﬁrst neural
network layer (Fig. 2e), revealing that through training of the
model, the best reconstructions of the P data were found by
Fig. 3 a Composition of a poor-performing sample (bar plot) and corresponding gradients for the composition dimensions (arrows), where
the legend provides the relationship between arrow length and gradient magnitude, and up and down arrows indicate positive and negative
gradients, respectively. The green error bar for each arrow indicates the standard deviation of the respective gradient over the 8 independent
models. b Since the Raman pattern has too many dimensions to create the same arrow representation of gradients, the plot of the Raman
pattern is colored by the average gradient. c The average gradient is also plotted (black) with the wavenumber-speciﬁc standard deviation
over the 8 models (blue)
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activating the TMs similarly and the REs similarly in this ﬁrst layer,
resulting in similar functional modeling for the TMs and for the
REs, which produces the observed correlations in the gradients.
This pattern of activations is the model’s “learning” of the similar
composition-property relationships.
For each of these sets, we next automatically identify features in
the Raman spectra that can elucidate composition-structure-
property relationships. For the present work, we do not explore all
composition-structure relationships, only those related to improv-
ing P. If the improvement in P upon increasing an elemental
concentration is related to a structural feature in the Raman
spectra, then the dimensions of X corresponding to the structural
feature will have gradients correlated with the concentration
gradient, and this correlation coefﬁcient could be positive or
negative depending on whether the given Raman mode is
increasing or decreasing in intensity or shifting to a different
wavenumber. To automate detection of such relationships, for
each of the element sets ({Dy,Gd,Tb} and {W,Mo} in this case), we
identify each dimension of Xspec whose gradient correlation
coefﬁcient with respect to each element in the set exceeds a
threshold value (absolute value above 0.3 in this case). Subse-
quent identiﬁcation of the contiguous ranges of wavenumbers
that meet this criterion produces the list of Raman feature
locations that represent the composition-structure-property
relationships.
An automated report summary of these ﬁndings is illustrated in
Table 1 where a list of 16 observations, each identifying a
composition-property relationship or a Raman spectral region
related to such a relationship, guide human investigation of the
materials science. Where the human-derived materials science
explanation for a given data observation has been identiﬁed or
hypothesized, the materials science explanation is also summar-
ized in the table. The observations commence with a report of the
three elements whose gradients are most positive among the
samples exhibiting highest P (in this case, above the 95th
percentile of P), and while the table provides classiﬁcation of
data relationships, we note that quantiﬁcation of the relationships
is a powerful aspect of the gradient analysis. The next two
observations are the elemental sets identiﬁed from the
composition-property correlation analysis and are commensurate
with observations from the anecdotal examples in Figs. 3 and 4,
that Mo and W similarly increase conductivity and Dy, Gd, and Tb
similarly decrease the monoclinic distortion, with both phenom-
ena leading to improvements in P. Of the 13 observations related
to composition-structure-property relationships, 6 of them (#4–9)
are explained by changes to the bending and stretching modes of
m-BiVO4 due to decreasing monoclinic distortion, which occurs
with RE alloying and to an even greater extent in the RE-TM co-
alloying spaces.
From the perspective of knowledge discovery, it is insightful to
further inspect how the observations of Table 1 relate to those in
the literature. We note that this system was chosen to validate the
algorithms of the present work due to its years of research
precedence and publication history that are imperative for
establishing a set of ground truth observations against which
the automatically-generated observations can be compared. In
this regard, observations 1–6 and 8–9 are commensurate with the
results of ref. 29 with an important caveat that custom, not-
broadly-applicable algorithms were developed to identify these
relationships in that work. The automated gradient analysis also
extends the observations of that work in two critical aspects, by
quantifying the relationships and by identifying that Tb and Dy
alloying elements follow the same relationships as Gd. Line 7 and
10–11 are observations related to the same underlying phenom-
enon but were not identiﬁed by the previous analysis and are thus
discovered and quantiﬁed by the gradient analysis. Line 12
involves a spectral feature identiﬁable by previous Raman
literature44 for Mo but with no literature precedent for W, and
identiﬁcation and quantiﬁcation of its relationship to photoelec-
trochemical performance is new to the present work. Lines 13–16
are also new to the present work and involve spectral features
which have yet to be identiﬁed. Due to the size and dimension-
ality of the dataset, observation such as the similarity of the REs
may be identiﬁable by manual inspection of the date, but
quantiﬁcation of the similar effect of RE alloying at all points in the
high-dimensional space is uniquely enabled by the gradient
analysis, and the automated identiﬁcation of the composition-
structure-property relationships are not forthcoming from manual
human analysis.
Fig. 4 a Composition of the highest performance sample (bar plot) and corresponding gradients for the composition dimensions (arrows),
b Raman spectrum of the highest performance sample with heat map of gradient, and c averaged gradient (black solid line) and its standard
deviation (blue ﬁlled region), in similar format to Fig. 3
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While this anecdotal example of automated identiﬁcation of key
data relationships demonstrates that this analysis would have
greatly accelerated the understanding of the fundamental
materials science in this class of photoanodes, it is important to
note limitations on the generality of the present techniques and of
machine learning-based data interpretation. For the automated
report generation (Table 1), we assert that there is considerable
generality to the concept of analyzing CNN gradients to identify
the data relationships that are critical for understanding the
fundamental science, as described with the right-most column in
Table 1, but the criteria for enumerating data observations
(including threshold values and criteria noted above) were user-
chosen in the present case and will likely need to be altered for
analyzing other datasets. Other than excluding V from the
gradient correlation analysis, we did not discuss methods for
mitigating the inﬂuence of correlations in the set of materials
(used for CNN training) in the gradient analysis. This issue is
perhaps not critical for the present dataset because each alloy and
co-alloy composition space was sampled with the same grid of
compositions, but generalization of these techniques will require
further inspection of how correlations in the source data impact
CNN gradients.45,46 Finally, the CNN model has no concept of TM
vs. RE classiﬁcation of elements and did not “learn” anything about
the chemistry of these elements, only that when it comes to
alloying-based improvements to P, the TM and RE families of
elements each have a characteristic data relationship whose
identiﬁcation enables the scientist to learn something funda-
mental about the underlying materials science. Consequently, this
machine learning-based identiﬁcation of key data relationships
augments but does not replace human interpretation of scientiﬁc
discoveries.
To leverage the ability of CNNs to model complex data
relationships in high-dimensional spaces, we trained a CNN model
to predict photoelectrochemical performance of BiVO4-based
photoanodes from the composition and Raman spectrum of
1379 photoanode samples containing various 3 and 4-cation
combinations from a set of 7 elements. Gradients calculated from
the CNN model, akin to partial derivates of the performance with
respect to each input variable, enabled effective visualization of
data trends at speciﬁc locations in the materials parameter space
as well as collectively for the entire dataset. Automated analysis of
Fig. 5 a Gradients of each elements with violin plots showing the distribution of values over all samples and bar plot showing the average
value of each of these distributions. b Averaged Raman signal colored by the sample-averaged gradients (top panel), and the sample-
averaged gradients are also plotted in the bottom panel (black line) with the respective ±1 standard deviation (green area) representing
variation over the sampled parameter space. c, d The relationship between P and each composition (c) and spectrum (d) dimension of the
source data, as quantiﬁed by Random Forest feature importance (Rand.For. FI), Maximal information coefﬁcient (MIC), and Pearson correlation
coefﬁcient (Pearson)
Fig. 6 Pairwise correlation analysis of gradients for 6 composition
dimensions of the input data. V is excluded due to its inherent
inverse correlation with Bi, and each data point in the bottom-left
correlation plots represents the pair of gradients for single sample
over the 8 models. Each plot on the diagonal is the histogram of
gradients for the respective element, and the numbers in each box
in the upper-right potion of the ﬁgure show the Pearson correlation
coefﬁcient averaged over 8 models for the respective correlation
plot (correlation coefﬁcient of gradients over the sample set)
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the gradients provides guidance for research, including how to
move beyond the conﬁnes of the present dataset to further
improve performance. To accelerate generation of fundamental
scientiﬁc understanding, correlations in the gradients are analyzed
to identify the key data relationships whose interpretation by a
human expert can provide comprehensive understanding of the
composition-property and composition-structure-property rela-
tionships in the materials system. This approach to interpreting
machine learning models accelerates scientiﬁc understanding and
illustrates avenues for continued automation of scientiﬁc
discovery.
METHODS
Experimental
The details of the materials synthesis, photoelectrochemical measure-
ments, and Raman measurements are described elsewhere.29,30 Brieﬂy,
two duplicate thin-ﬁlm materials libraries were prepared by ink-jet
printing using Bi, V, Mo, W, Tb, Gd, and Dy metal-nitrate inks on SnO2:F
(FTO) coated glass. Each library was calcined at 565 °C in O2 gas for
30 min, after which one was used for Raman measurements and the
other for photoelectrochemical measurements. The photoelectrochem-
ical measurements included, for each material sample, a cyclic
voltammogram (CV) using a Pt counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference
electrode in a 3-electrode cell setup. Aqueous electrolyte with potassium
phosphate buffer (50 mM each of monobasic and dibasic phosphate)
was used with 0.25 M sodium sulfate as a supporting electrolyte (pH 6.7).
CVs were acquired for each sample on the ML at chopped illumination
using a 455 nm light emitting diode (LED). Maximum photoelectro-
chemical power generation (P) is calculated as a ﬁgure-of-merit for
photoanode performance from CV for each sample. Raman spectroscopy
spectrum of each sample was acquired by averaging Raman spectra
mapping of whole library with a resolution of 75 μm× 75 μm using
Renishaw inVia Reﬂex. Composition of each sample was determined by
the printed amount of ink-jet printer.
Gradient analysis for visualization
To analyze the CNN model, we used a visualization method similar to the
previously reported method,36–38,51 and repeated the analysis eight times
using randomly initialized models. The CNN model (f) is a function of input
vector of spectrum ~xspec
 
and composition ~xcomp
 
with output of power
generation performance Ypredicted;
YðnÞpredicted ¼ f nð Þ ~xð Þ ¼ f ðnÞð~xcomp;~xspecÞ
~x ¼ ~xcomp;~xspec
  ¼ ðx1; x2; x3;    ; xMÞ
~xcomp ¼ ðx1; x2; x3;    ; x7Þ
~xspec ¼ ðx8; x9; x10;    ; x1022Þ
Table 1. An example report of observations related to further materials optimization (1), composition-property relationships (2–3), and composition-
structure-property relationships (4–16)
# Data observations from analysis of
CNN models
Human-derived materials science explanation
Adding <A> in the high-P samples
increase P by an average of <B> mW/
cm2/at.%.
<A> <B>
1 Mo,Tb,Gd 0.25,0.10,0.10 Synergy of both Mo-Tb and Mo-Gd co-alloying lead to beneﬁcial structure modulations
<A> have similar concentration-P
relationships with average pairwise
correlation of <B>.
<A> <B>
2 {Dy, Gd,
Tb}
0.99 All 3 REs have the same role of decreasing mono. dist.
3 {W, Mo} 0.91 Both TMs have same role of increasing conductivity and decreasing mono. dist. when coalloyed with REs
For increasing conc. of <A>, <B>
Raman intensity in <C> cm−1 has
similar inﬂuence on P.
<A> <B> <C>
4 Dy,Gd,Tb Decreasing 331.4–332.7 Intensity at left and right edges of the VO4
−3 bending mode doublet peak decrease and centroid
increases due to peak merging with decreasing monoclinic distortion
5 Dy,Gd,Tb Decreasing 359.1–361.7
6 W,Mo Increasing 339.3–357.7
7 Dy,Gd,Tb Decreasing 698.9–728.8 Intensity of antisymmetric V-O stretch (715 cm−1) decreases with decreasing monoclinic distortion
8 W,Mo Increasing 791.9–796.9 Intensity at left/right edge increases/decreases as the symmetric V−O stretching peak shifts to lower
wavenumber due to increased symmetry of VO4
−3 tetrahedra9 W,Mo Decreasing 834.9–838.5
10 W,Mo Decreasing 127.3–143.6 Possibly related to VO4
−3 external translation mode
11 W,Mo Decreasing 212.6–224.7 Possibly related to VO4
−3 external rotation mode
12 W,Mo Increasing 880.0–884.8 Possibly increasing Mo-O stretching mode intensity
13 W,Mo Increasing 302.2–303.5 Unknown
14 W,Mo Increasing 667.6–668.9 Unknown
15 W,Mo Increasing 675.1–683.9 Unknown
16 Dy,Gd,Tb Increasing 919.9–921.1 Unknown
For each type of observation, a human-interpretable sentence is provided with ﬁll-in values noted for each enumerated observation. The right-most column is
the human-generated explanation of the underlying materials science that gave rise to each data relationship, as discussed in our previous work29,30 and using
literature identiﬁcation of Raman modes44,47–50
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where n indicates the n-th run of the analysis (n= 1..8), and M indicates the
input vector dimension (=7+ 1015). The input dataset X is a matrix of each
j-th input vector;
X ¼ X1;    ; XNð Þ ¼
X1;1    X1;N
..
. . .
. ..
.
XM;1    XM;N
0
BB@
1
CCA ¼ XcompXspec
 
Xcomp ¼
X1;1    X1;N
..
. . .
. ..
.
X7;1    X7;N
0
BB@
1
CCA
Xspec ¼
X8;1    X8;N
..
. . .
. ..
.
X1022;1    X1022;N
0
BB@
1
CCA
where Xj indicate the inputs vector of j-th sample, and N indicates the total
number of samples (=1379). We deﬁned gradient matrix G as a partial
derivative in output with respect to the input value in input vectors;
GðnÞi;j ¼
∂f nð Þ
∂xi

~x¼Xj
where j indicates j-th sample and i indicates i-th value in input vector. Also,
we calculated average and standard deviation of gradient form eight runs;
Gavei;j ¼
1
8
X8
n¼1
G nð Þi;j
Gstdi;j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
8
X8
n¼1
GðnÞi;j  Gavei;j
 	2
vuut
where Gave is averaged gradient of 8 models, and Gstd is standard deviation
in 8 models. These gradients indicate how much impact the input value
has on the output; if the gradient is positive, then the input value has
positive inﬂuence, and if the gradient is negative, then the input value has
negative inﬂuence on the output.
The Pearson correlation coefﬁcient matrix C is deﬁned as follows;
C ¼ 18
P8
0
CðnÞ
C nð Þik ¼ Pearson G nð Þi ;G nð Þk
 	
¼ cov G
nð Þ
i ;G
nð Þ
kð Þ
σ
G
nð Þ
i
σ
G
nð Þ
k
Gi ¼ ðGi1;Gi2;    ;GiNÞ
where Gi is gradient vector with respect to i-th parameter in input vector,
cov(Gi, Gk) is covariance of Gi and Gk, σGi is standard deviation of Gi. G has
1022 (input vector dimension= 1015+ 7) × 1379 (sample number) dimen-
sion, and C has 1022 × 1022 dimension.
CNN model
CNN model was constructed in python using Keras package with
Tensorﬂow backend, a schematic model description is shown in Fig. 2.
There are two input vectors and one output value in this model; a
spectrum input vector~xspec, a composition input vector~xcomp, and output
value Y. The spectrum input vector is 1015 dimensions-length with a range
from 300 to 1400 cm−1 wavenumbers of each sample. Each spectrum is
normalized by the main of the peak value at around 825 cm−1, which is
attributed to V-O symmetric stretching vibration mode of BiVO4. The
composition input vector is 7-length vector of atomic fraction of elements
(Bi, V, Mo, W, Tb, Gd, and Dy), which has 0–1 value so that the sum of
values in a vector equals unity (Bi+ V+Mo+W+ Tb+ Gd+ Dy= 1). The
output value Y of this model is standardized maximum photoelectro-
chemical power generation P; Yi= (Pi− μ)/σ, i= 0,1,…N, where μ is mean
value of P, σ is standard deviation of P, i indicates the i-th sample, and N is
the total number of samples. These input vectors are fed into the ﬁrst
layers as shown in Fig. 2a, d. The ﬁrst layer for the spectrum input vector is
an input layer for following CNN layer (See Fig. 2a). This ﬁrst layer has a
dropout with dropout rate of 0.25 (not shown in Fig. 2). The second layer,
Fig. 2c, is a CNN layer and the kernels of this layer is shown in Fig. 2b. The
kernel size is 7 and the number of ﬁlters is 2. Exponential Linear Unit (ELU)
is used as an activation function of this layer. This layer does not have any
pooling layer. It is worth to mention that we found the prediction
performance of the model without pooling layer is better than that with
pooling layer, which is attributed to the peak position sensitiveness of the
model without pooling layer. This layer also has a dropout with dropout
rate of 0.25. The output of this layer is ﬂattened and fed into the next
concatenated layer, Fig. 2g. The ﬁrst layer for composition input vector is
an input layer for following neural network layer (See Fig. 2d). The next
layer, Fig. 2e, is a neural network layer with 16 units, which activation
function is ELU. This layer does not have dropout. The next layer, Fig. 2f has
16 units, and activation function is ELU. In next layer, Fig. 2g, the output of
the CNN layer (Fig. 2c) is ﬂattened and concatenated with the output of
the composition layer (Fig. 2f), and this 2034-length output (1009 × 2+ 16)
is fed into the following neural network layer, Fig. 2h, with 32 units and
ELU activation. The output of this layer is then fed into the next neural
network layer, Fig. 2i, with 32 units and ELU activation, followed by output
layer, Fig. 2j, with one unit and linear activation, which predict the output
value Y.
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